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success story 

How data-led insights enable 
laser focused product, pricing and 
promotion decisions
company: category leader

industry:  ecommerce

company size: team 100+ | group 200K+

location: Australia
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How data-led insights enable laser 
focused product, pricing and 

promotion decisions
C U S T O M E R  S T O R Y

MARKETING USE CASE!

Unlock new ways to better  serve customers with smarter,  faster,  
deeper product analysis 
As an ecommerce leader with a substantial product range, comes vast quantities of data. In 2020, the marketing team 
turned to Hyper Anna with the goal of making better use of data to improve customer experience. Prior to this, it was 
difficult for the team to quickly and easily identify products driving sales or spot underperformers. There was never 
enough time to analyse performance, let alone respond with smart campaigns backed by data. So the goal was 
smarter, faster, deeper analysis. By quantifying campaign performance (e.g. customer uplift, profit per campaign 
type), the team could then design more targeted marketing campaigns like never before, boosting customer 
engagement and satisfaction.!

Here’s what has changed since using the platform: !

ü  Data analysis now takes minutes, rather than weeks !
ü  Faster, more efficient monthly planning sessions!
ü  More focused product, pricing and promotion strategies, e.g. targeting customer segments with products that 

perform best; adjusting pricing; informing customers when products to go on sale!
ü  Improved channel experience, e.g. targeting customers via the most effective channel for their demographic 

instead of a spray and pray approach!
ü  Increased customer satisfaction due to more targeted campaigns instead of sending everyone multiple emails and 

catalogues each week!
!
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AUDIENCE!

•  WHO: Head of marketing, marketing channels team  (e.g. internet, subscription, contact centre, direct mail), and 
data and analytics team!

•  FREQUENCY: Monthly reports manually created by data and analytics team!
•  TYPES OF ACTIVITIES THIS HELPS WITH: Each monthly report informs next month’s marketing decisions. For 

example, if the firm sold more to 50 year old males the team would:!
•  ask the data analytics team ‘what products we sold more of?’!
•  look to see if there is  sufficient stock to support a second campaign - or – if there is excess stock, 

question whether it’s an opportunity to put them on sale to manage over supply?!
•  then based on supply and demand figure out which campaigns to launch.!
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THE DATA!

•  SOURCE:  Oracle sales + marketing data!
•  KEY METRICS:  Revenue, margin, sales, number of items sold!
•  SEGMENTS: Campaign name, product attributes (e.g. product name, type), customer attributes!
!

BEFORE HYPER ANNA!

Stuck in the pain of  spreadsheets 

•  Although the data in Oracle was standardised, there was no reporting layer!
•  The data team (x3) created pivot tables in Excel each month for each channel, taking hours each month and only 

getting surface information (i.e. only had 5 pivot tables)!
•  As a result, they received many ad hoc requests from the Head of Marketing and Channels leaders  (e.g. call centre 

lead, subscription service lead etc.) requesting insights !
•  This meant the marketing team never had a complete view of channel performance, constrained by the limitation 

view of pivot tables.!
!
AFTER HYPER ANNA 
Data- led insights dr iving a-ha customer moments 
Now in minutes, the team are able to look at their monthly key figures, drill deeper and ask follow up questions that they 
wouldn’t have been able to answer before, let alone self-serve. For example, if sales increase at a specific price point, 
the team can immediately drill down by product and customer to inform next month’s targeting lists, data-led insights 
faster than ever before. !
!
Ultimately the insights have improved customer experience.  Previously, a person could receive three calls, two emails, 
and a catalogue = bad experience. With Anna, the team can see which channel is more effective for demographic 
profiles and focus the outreach via the most effective channel.!
!

“Free of the burden of pivot tables, we are faster & smarter. 
Anna’s data-driven insights mean our product, pricing & 

promotion strategies are now laser focused - e.g. adjusting 
products or pricing that perform best - things that we wouldn’t 

have been able to do the old way - relying on static pivot tables 
or waiting for data teams to find insights.”
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Start your POC today !
https:/ /www.hyperanna.com/contact/start-your-poc !

About Hyper Anna!

Hyper Anna is an award winning AI-powered analytics platform 
and a leading software of choice for major organisations 
around the world including Microsoft, IAG, Westpac, Singtel, 
and Toyota. With offices in Australia and Singapore and voted 
by Gartner, CB Insights, KPMG and Deloitte as a leading 
global innovator, Hyper Anna enables everyone, regardless of 
skills or background, to analyse data and share insights in 
seconds. Replacing the repetitive task of number crunching 
and designing presentations, Hyper Anna lets you turn data 
into better decisions, instantly.!
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